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Updates since previous submission
This section of the report describes the changes that have been made to this report since Round 1
Submission to Sydney Metro, due to the following reasons:

Type of Change
Updated information

Updated information
Updated information

Updated information

Updated information

Description of Change
Update to Sydney Metro description
including Figure 2 – Sydney Metro
Alignment Map to latest map.
Section 2.3 removed.
Revised details of performance
solution 1 in Table 5 for consistency
with station and OSD South reports.
Revised EWIS strategy following
consultation with Pitt Street North Over
Station Developer.
Included FRNSW stage 3 meeting
minutes.

Section Reference
(this report)
Section 2.2 – Page 7 to 11

N/A
Section 3.2 – Page 13
Appendix C – Page 53
Appendix B.3 – Page 49

Table 1 Updates since previous submission
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1.

Introduction

This report has been prepared to accompany a detailed State Significant Development (SSD)
development application (DA) for a commercial mixed-use Over Station Development (OSD) above
the new Sydney Metro Pitt Street North Station. The detailed SSD DA is consistent with the Concept
Approval (SSD 17_8875) granted for the maximum building envelope on the site, as proposed to be
modified. The Minister for Planning, or their delegate, is the consent authority for the SSD DA and this
application is lodged with the NSW Department of Planning, Industry and Environment (NSW DPIE)
for assessment.
This report has been prepared in response to the requirements contained within the Secretary’s
Environmental Assessment Requirements (SEARs) dated 25 October 2019.
The detailed SSD DA seeks development consent for:
•

Construction of new commercial tower of approximately 38 storeys

•

The tower includes maximum GFA, excluding floor space approved in the CSSI.

•

Integration with the approved CSSI proposal including though not limited to:

•

−

Structures, mechanical and electronic systems, and services; and

−

Vertical transfers.

Use of spaces within the CSSI ‘metro box’ building envelope for the purposes of:
−

Retail tenancies;

−

Commercial lobby and commercial amenities;

−

Car parking spaces within the podium for the purposes of the commercial premises;
and

−

Loading and services access.

•

Utilities and services provision.

•

Stratum subdivision (staged).

Table 2

Concept approval of Conditions of Consent

Item

Description of requirement

Section reference (this report)

B14 - Fire and
Rescue Assessment

Draft Fire and Rescue Assessment /
Engineering Brief prepared in
consultation with Fire and Rescue NSW
providing relevant details of:

Initial engineering briefing with Fire and
Rescue NSW (FRNSW) was undertaken
on 10/12/2019 and 5/2/2020. Future
documentation and consultation with
FRNSW for the OSD tower will be
undertaken in the form of a Fire
Engineering Brief Questionnaire. This
submission can be made to FRNSW on
receipt of a DA number.

(a) The various sectors within the Pitt
Street North Metro site served by
independent fire systems (such as
the OSD, the underground and
aboveground metro sector, etc)

Sections 4 and 5.1.

(b) Fire engineering analysis of the
pedestrian connection interfaces
between the sectors and the sectors
themselves, having regard to
emergency occupant egress, fire and
smoke compartmentation, smoke
hazard management and fire fighting
intervention

Section 5.2.

SMCSWSPS-WAR-OSN-FL-REP-000001_C.docx
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Item

Description of requirement

Section reference (this report)

(c) Adequacy of fire and life safety
systems within the Pitt Street North
Metro site in relation to the fire
hazards of the Sydney Metro

Sections 4 and 5.3.

(d) Design of fire hydrant systems for
OSD elements that exceed 135m

Section 5.4.

(e) Future consultation to be undertaken
with Fire and Rescue NSW in respect
of the final design and construction of
the OSD and operational
compatibility of the Pitt Street North
Metro site’s proposed fire and life
safety systems.

Section 5.5.

2.

Project overview

2.1

The site

The site is located within the Sydney CBD. It has three separate street frontages, Pitt Street to the
west, Park Street to the south and Castlereagh Street to the east. The area surrounding the site
consists of predominantly commercial high-density buildings and some residential buildings, with finer
grain and heritage buildings dispersed throughout.
The site has an approximate area of 3,150m2 and is legally described as follows:
•

252 Pitt Street (Lot 20 in DP1255509)

Figure 1

Location plan [Source: Urbis]
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2.2

Sydney Metro description

Sydney Metro is Australia’s biggest public transport project. A new standalone railway, this 21st
century network will revolutionise the way Sydney travels.
There are four core components:
1. Sydney Metro Northwest (formerly the 36km North West Rail Link)
This project is now complete and passenger services commenced in May 2019 between Rouse Hill
and Chatswood, with a metro train every four minutes in the peak. The project was delivered on time
and $1 billion under budget.
2. Sydney Metro City & Southwest
Sydney Metro City & Southwest project includes a new 30km metro line extending metro rail from the
end of Metro Northwest at Chatswood, under Sydney Harbour, through new CBD stations and
southwest to Bankstown. It is due to open in 2024 with the ultimate capacity to run a metro train every
two minutes each way through the centre of Sydney.
Sydney Metro City & Southwest will deliver new metro stations at Crows Nest, Victoria Cross,
Barangaroo, Martin Place, Pitt Street, Waterloo and new underground metro platforms at Central
Station. In addition it will upgrade and convert all 11 stations between Sydenham and Bankstown to
metro standards.
In 2024, customers will benefit from a new fully-air conditioned Sydney Metro train every four minutes
in the peak in each direction with lifts, level platforms and platform screen doors for safety,
accessibility and increased security.
3. Sydney Metro West
Sydney Metro West is a new underground railway connecting Greater Parramatta and the Sydney
CBD. This once-in-a-century infrastructure investment will transform Sydney for generations to come,
doubling rail capacity between these two areas, linking new communities to rail services and
supporting employment growth and housing supply between the two CBDs.
The locations of seven proposed metro stations have been confirmed at Westmead, Parramatta,
Sydney Olympic Park, North Strathfield, Burwood North, Five Dock and The Bays.
The NSW Government is assessing an optional station at Pyrmont and further planning is underway
to determine the location of a new metro station in the Sydney CBD.
4. Sydney Metro – Western Sydney Airport
Metro rail will also service Greater Western Sydney and the new Western Sydney International
(Nancy Bird Walton) Airport. The new railway line will become the transport spine for the Western
Parkland City’s growth for generations to come, connecting communities and travellers with the rest of
Sydney’s public transport system with a fast, safe and easy metro service. The Australian and NSW
governments are equal partners in the delivery of this new railway.
The Sydney Metro Project is illustrated in Figure 2 below.

SMCSWSPS-WAR-OSN-FL-REP-000001_C.docx
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Source: Sydney Metro

Figure 2

Sydney Metro Alignment Map

On 9 January 2017, the Minister for Planning approved the Sydney Metro City & Southwest Chatswood to Sydenham project as a Critical State Significant Infrastructure project (reference SSI
15_7400) (CSSI Approval). The terms of the CSSI Approval includes all works required to construct
the Sydney Metro Pitt Street Station, including the demolition of existing buildings and structures on
both sites (north and south). The CSSI Approval also includes construction of below and above
ground works within the metro station structure for appropriate integration with over station
developments.
The CSSI Approval included Indicative Interface Drawings for the below and above ground works at
Pitt Street North Metro Station site. The delineation between the approved Sydney Metro works,
generally described as within the “metro box”, and the Over Station Development (OSD) elements are
illustrated below. The delineation line between the CSSI Approved works and the OSD envelope is
generally described below or above the transfer slab level respectively.

Source: CSSI Preferred Infrastructure Report (TfNSW)
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Figure 3

Pitt Street Station – North (East-West Section)

Source: CSSI Preferred Infrastructure Report (TfNSW)

Figure 4

Pitt Street Station – North (North-South Section)

The Preferred Infrastructure Report (PIR) noted that the integration of the OSD elements and the
metro station elements would be subject to the design resolution process, noting that the detailed
design of the “metro box” may vary from the concept design assessed within the planning approval.
As such in summary:
•

The CSSI Approval provides consent for the construction of all structures within the approved
“metro box” envelope for Pitt Street North.

•

The CSSI Approval provides consent for the fit out and use of all areas within the approved
“metro box” envelope that relate to the ongoing use and operation of the Sydney Metro.

•

The CSSI Approval provides consent for the embellishment of the public domain, and the
architectural design of the “metro box” envelope as it relates to the approved Sydney Metro
and the approved Pitt Street North Station Design & Precinct Plan.

•

Separate development consent however is required to be issued by the NSW DPIE for the
use and fit-out of space within the “metro box” envelope for areas related to the OSD, and
notably the construction and use of the OSD itself.

As per the requirements of clause 7.20 of the Sydney Local Environmental Plan 2012, as the OSD
exceeds a height of 55 metres above ground level (among other triggers), development consent is
first required to be issued in a Concept (formerly known as Stage 1) DA. This is described below.

SMCSWSPS-WAR-OSN-FL-REP-000001_C.docx
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Source: SSD 8875 Concept Stamped Plans

Figure 5

Pitt Street North Concept SSD DA – Envelope – South Elevation

Source: SSD 8875 Concept Stamped Plans

Figure 6

Pitt Street North Concept SSD DA – Envelope – East Elevation
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Source: SSD 8875 Concept Stamped Plans

Figure 7

Pitt Street North Concept SSD DA – Envelope – West Elevation
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3.

Description of the building and performance solutions

3.1

Building description

Table 31 shows the main characteristics of the building for determining compliance with the NCC.
Table 4 shows the proposed use and classification of the building or part in accordance with part A6
of the NCC.
Table 3

Characteristic

NCC provision

Description

Effective height

Schedule 3

Approx. 142m

Type of construction required

C1.1

Type A

Rise in storeys

C1.2

38

Levels contained

-

40 (excl station)

Part of building

Use

Classification (A6)

Basement 01

OSD plant
Substation

Class 5 ancillary
Class 8

Ground level

Loading dock
Retail tenancies
Entry lobbies

Class 7b
Class 6
Class 6 ancillary

Ground floor mezzanine

OSD fire pump room and plant

Class 5 ancillary

Level 01

End of trip facilities
OSD plant

Class 5 ancillary
Class 5 ancillary

Level 02

Commercial/retail and associated
BOH areas and plant
Car stacker

Class 6
Class 7a

Level 03

Commercial lobby
Car stacker

Class 5
Class 7a

Level 04

Station plant

Class 9b ancillary

Level 05-08 (podium)

Office

Class 5

Level 09

OSD plant

Class 5 ancillary

Level 10-20 (low rise)

Office

Class 5

Level 21 (transfer)

Office

Class 5

Level 22-34 (high rise)

Office

Class 5

Level 35

Office
OSD plant

Class 5
Class 5 ancillary

Level 36-38

OSD plant

Class 5 ancillary

Table 4

1

Main building characteristics

Use and classification

Philip Chun Building Code Consulting, 20 March 2020, BCA assessment report, SMCSWSPS-PCH-OSN-PL-REP-000001, revision A.
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3.2

Performance solutions

The design of the building includes areas that do not comply with the DTS provisions of the NCC2. We
intend to use a performance solution to meet relevant performance requirements of the NCC. Table 5
shows the NCC requirements associated with the performance solutions.
Note: Performance solutions relating to the station design and OSD enabling shell will be
documented within the station fire engineering report. Separate reports are proposed to facilitate
future fitout changes to the OSD without impacting on the station and vice versa.
Table 5

NCC requirements associated with the performance solutions

No

Description of performance
solutions

DTS
provision

Performance
requirements

Proposed fire safety
measures and performance
solution

1.

The OSD North Tower will be
separated from the station building
by a combination of vertical and
horizontal fire and smoke rated
construction instead of vertical fire
walls. The station and OSD towers
will be treated as separate buildings
for the purposes of approvals.

C2.7

CP2, EP1.3,
EP1.4, EP2.2,
EP3.2 and
EP4.3

OSD North Tower is considered to
be a separate building form the
station. This performance solution
focuses on the fire services system
and ancillary areas affected by the
separation however various
elements of fire services
infrastructure will be shared on
common floors.

E1.3, E1.5,
E2.2, E3.4
and E4.9

A performance solution for the
building design and treatment
as separate buildings is
considered reasonable on the
basis of providing fire
separation between the
‘buildings’ and an integrated
fire systems design and
system response matrix.

2.

Protection of openings within 3m of
the north site boundary but located
more than 15m above the highest
roof on the adjoining properties is
not proposed at the north façade,
adjacent to the Masonic Club and
Ashington Place.

C3.2 and
C3.4

CP2

A performance solution for the
unprotected openings above
the nominated height is
considered reasonable on the
basis of sprinkler protection of
this building and as the
adjoining sites are heritage
listed and have sold their
rights of any future
development. This results in
external protection in
accordance with NCC clause
C3.2 and specification C1.1
when considering the highest
points of the existing buildings
as the fire source features.

3.

The following areas will be served
by a single exit instead of two as
required in a building in excess of
25m:

D1.2 and
D1.4

DP4 and
EP2.2

A performance solution for
single exits and travel
distance is considered
reasonable based on sprinkler
protection, smoke detection
and occupant warning
systems including AS 1670.1
detection. The relevant areas
are also located near ground
level of the building, ie not
affected by the high-rise
portions of the building.

• ground level retail units
• level 1 BOH areas.
The level 1 COMMS rooms also
have up to 30m to the single exit
instead of 20m. HV switch room has
access to alternative exit via
AS 1657 ladder in the goods lift
lobby.

2

Philip Chun Building Code Consulting, 20 March 2020, BCA assessment report, SMCSWSPS-PCH-OSN-PL-REP-000001, revision A.
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No

Description of performance
solutions

DTS
provision

Performance
requirements

Proposed fire safety
measures and performance
solution

4.

The travel distance to a point of
choice, closest exit and between
alternative exits may be up to 30m,
60m and 100m instead of 20m, 40m
and 60m in retail areas on level 2.

D1.4 and
D1.5

DP4 and
EP2.2

5.

The travel distance to a point of
choice, closest exit and between
alternative exits may be up to 30m,
60m and 100m instead of 20m, 40m
and 60m in BOH and plant areas on
levels ground mezzanine, 1, 2, 3
and 9.
Note: Level 4 station plant is
assessed in a separate report.

A performance solution for
increased travel distances is
considered reasonable based
on sprinkler protection, smoke
detection and occupant
warning systems including
AS 1670.1 detection.
The ground – level 2 retail
areas are also proposed to be
provided with smoke exhaust.

6.

The travel distance to a point of
choice, closest exit and between
alternative exits may be up to 30m,
60m and 100m instead of 20m, 40m
and 60m on commercial lobby
level 3 and typical office levels 5-8
and 10-35.

7.

The egress path between a
structural column and the adjacent
sprinkler tank will be 950mm clear
width instead of 1m.

D1.6

DP4 and DP6

SMCSWSPS-WAR-OSN-FL-REP-000001_C.docx

A performance solution for
reduced width is considered
reasonable based on the
nature of the areas being
BOH staff areas consistent
with uses granted
concessions to be served by
AS 1657 ladders and
walkway.
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No

Description of performance
solutions

8.

The fire stairs serving the OSD
development as well as the fire
stairs serving the station will
converge and share the same fire
isolated passageway. The OSD is
technically considered a separate
building therefore independent
egress from the separate buildings
is not achieved.

9.

The ladder egress from level 01
good lift lobby will not provide
independent egress to a road or
open space as it will discharge on
ground mezzanine level.

10.

The fire stair serving the car stacker
and fire sprinkler tank will not
provide independent egress to a
road or open space as it will
discharge on level 3 into the
building.

11.

The ladder egress from plant levels
36-37 will not provide independent
egress to a road or open space as it
will discharge on level 35 where
access to an alternative fire-isolated
stair is available via an external path
of travel.

12.

The level 36-37 plant areas will
each be in excess of 200m2 and will
be served by one fire-isolated stair
and one AS 1657 ladder.

D1.16

13.

Doors leading to the fire-isolated
stair and discharge from the ladders
at ground level serving the
substation and the HV switch room
at basement level 01 swing against
the direction of egress as an
electrical supply authority
requirement.

D2.20

14.

The door providing entry to the stair
serving the car stacker will swing
against the direction of egress.

SMCSWSPS-WAR-OSN-FL-REP-000001_C.docx

DTS
provision

Performance
requirements

Proposed fire safety
measures and performance
solution

D1.7

DP2, DP4,
DP5 and DP6

A performance solution is
considered reasonable for the
convergence of station plant
area exits with the OSD fire
stair at ground level as the
station plant areas have a low
occupant load.
The discharge of BOH stairs
is considered reasonable due
to the low occupant load and
as alternative exits are
available within reasonable
distance.

A performance solution for the
ladder egress from the plant
rooms is considered
reasonable based on the low
number of occupants
expected in these areas. Fire
brigade access is facilitated
via one fire stair.
DP2

A performance solution for the
direction of door swing is
considered reasonable based
on the low number of
occupants expected in these
areas.
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No

Description of performance
solutions

DTS
provision

Performance
requirements

Proposed fire safety
measures and performance
solution

15.

The pumproom is located on ground
mezzanine level with access via a
fire separated corridor leading to a
pressurised fire-isolated stair.

E1.3 and
AS 2419.1

EP1.3

A performance solution for the
access to the fire pump room
is considered reasonable
based on access via a fire
stair and separated corridor.
The location of the booster is
considered appropriate as it is
adjacent to the FCR and near
the main entrance.
Adaptation of the latest fire
hydrant standard is supported
by FRNSW.

E1.8 and
specification
E1.8

EP1.6

A performance solution for the
access to the fire control room
is considered reasonable
based on access being
directly from outside.
Alternative access to main
office entry is available within
reasonable distance along the
footpath outside the building.

The OSD North booster assembly is
not located within 20m of the main
pedestrian entrance of the OSD
North Tower.
The fire hydrant system for the OSD
North Tower will be designed to
AS 2419.1:2017 instead of
AS 2419.1-2005.
16.

The fire control room serving the
OSD Tower is not located at the
main OSD entrance and will be
designed to only have a single
entrance directly from the street
instead of two paths of access.

17.

A rationalised smoke control system
is proposed to be provided to the
retail fire compartment in the OSD
development on ground floor level –
level 3.

E2.2

EP2.2

A performance solution for the
smoke hazard management in
the retail areas is considered
reasonable based on
sprinklers, smoke detection
and occupant warning
systems.

18.

Zone smoke control is not proposed
to the station, retail and commercial
lobby areas of the OSD enabling
levels.

E2.2

EP2.2

A performance solution for the
omission of zone smoke
control from the station and
OSD enabling levels is
considered reasonable based
on the provision of sprinklers
and pressurisation of the OSD
Tower high-rise commercial
levels.

19.

The basement stair serving
basement level 01 is not proposed
to be provided with stair
pressurisation.

E2.2

EP2.2

A performance solution for the
omission of stair
pressurisation from the
basement stair flight is
considered reasonable based
on the low occupant numbers
and that only a single
basement level is served.

20.

Performance based design of
automated vehicle parking system
(AVPS) / car stacker.

E1.5, E1.10
and E2.3

CP1, CP2,
EP1.1, EP1.2,
EP1.3, EP1.4,
EP1.6 and
EP2.2.

A performance solution for the
car stacker is proposed as
recommended by the
Australasian Fire and
Emergency Service
Authorities Council (AFAC)
guideline 3007.

SMCSWSPS-WAR-OSN-FL-REP-000001_C.docx
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4.

Fire safety measures – OSD North

The following fire safety measures are proposed for the OSD North as a starting point for the fire
safety engineering assessment to achieve compliance with the relevant performance requirements of
NCC 2019.

4.1

General

1.

The design must comply with the current DTS provisions of the NCC relating to fire safety
unless specifically stated. This section does not provide a comprehensive list of fire safety
measures required by the DTS provisions of the NCC. The fire safety measures listed here
only relate to the performance solutions and must be read together with the DTS provisions.

2.

This report and the requirements listed in this section must be implemented into the design
and identified on the fire safety schedule for the building. They must be maintained and
certified in accordance with the Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulations 2000
and relevant Australian standards.

3.

We recommend periodic inspection, testing and maintenance of all fire safety measures be
undertaken in accordance with AS 1851:2012.

4.2

Structural fire resistance and compartmentation

4.

The FRLs of the building elements must be designed in accordance with the requirements of
specification C1.1 of the NCC for a building of type A construction except where otherwise
specified.

5.

The design of the loadbearing structure of the building must ensure that failure of the non-fire
rated AVPS or its supporting frame – and potential subsequent impact on the surrounding
structures – does not cause progressive collapse of the building.

6.

The OSD must be fire separated from Pitt Street station by construction achieving an FRL of
not less than 120/120/120 or higher if required by specification C1.1 of the NCC, eg the retail
fire compartment requires FRL 180/180180 and the loading dock requires FRL 240/240/240.

Figure 8

Indicative fire separation between OSD North and Pitt Street station at level 1

SMCSWSPS-WAR-OSN-FL-REP-000001_C.docx
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7.

The car stacker and substation must form individual fire compartments which are fire
separated from the remainder of the building with construction achieving an FRL of not less
than 240/240/240. The substation fire separation shall also comply with the relevant utility
authority requirements.

8.

Emergency equipment required to operate during a fire and equipment having a high fire
hazard or potential for explosion must be enclosed in construction which achieves an FRL of
not less than 120/120/120 as required by clauses C2.12 and C2.13 of the NCC, or as
directed by the utility authority who may have additional requirements.

9.

The external walls and all attachments are understood to be non-combustible and fire rated
where required by the deemed-to-satisfy provisions of the NCC.

10.

The openings within the external walls located less than 3m from the side or rear boundaries
of the allotment and less than 15m above the highest point of the buildings on the adjacent
allotments (RL +88 and RL +92 respectively) must be protected in accordance with clause
C3.4 of the NCC. If wall-wetting sprinklers are used, they must comply with AS 2118.2-2010
and located externally with windows that are automatically closing or permanently fixed in the
closed position. Refer to Figure 10 to Figure 14.

11.

A formal legal instrument must be completed with the owners of the adjacent allotments to
the north limiting any future development on those sites to equal or less of the height of the
existing buildings excluding chimneys and the like (RL +73 and RL +77 or less respectively).
Refer to Figure 9.

RL +77
or less

RL +73
or less

Figure 9

Height limits of adjoining properties
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Glazed wall with external wall-wetting
sprinklers
Fire rated external wall
Figure 10

Indicative protection of external walls of OSD podium levels 05-08

Figure 11

Indicative protection of external walls of OSD plant level 09
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Figure 12

Indicative protection of external walls of OSD low-rise level 10

Figure 13

Indicative protection of external walls of OSD low rise level 11
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Figure 14

Indicative protection of external walls of OSD low rise levels 12-15

Figure 15

Indicative protection of external walls of OSD low rise level 16
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4.3

Access and egress

12.

Fire-isolated exits are required to be provided as illustrated in Figure 19 to Figure 26. Based
on the available aggregate exit width the following maximum population limits apply in
accordance with clause D1.6 of the NCC:
a.

320 persons on level 2 which is required to have 3 x 1m exit width

b.

200 persons on level 3 and 5-8 which is required to have 2 x 1m exit width

c.

200 persons on level 10-35 which is required to have 2 x 1m exit width.

If additional exit width is required via the escalators, then additional requirements apply as
per the Stage 2 station FEB.
Note 1: Levels 1, 4 and 36-37 are plant areas with the expected maximum population limited
to less than 10 persons per level.
Note 2: If fire stairs serving OSD areas on levels 5-8 and below increase to 1.25m clear width
each the number of occupants per level under clause D1.6 of the BCA increase to 260
persons.
13.

14.

The provision for escape within the building is to have access to not less than two fireisolated exits on each storey with the exception of:
a.

ground level retail units

b.

level 1 BOH plant areas.

All paths of travel to and within exits must be not less than 1m in clear width in accordance
with clause D1.6 of the NCC with the exception of:
a.

low population back-of-house plant areas on basement level 1, level 01 goods lift lobby
and levels 36-37 plant rooms which may have one exit being via AS 1657:2018
compliant ladders located within a fire rated shaft

b.

950mm clearance is allowed around the level 2 sprinkler tank

c.

800mm clear width is allowed within the car stacker.

15.

Aggregate exit width must be provided in accordance with clauses D1.6 and D1.13 of the
NCC.

16.

The following maximum travel distances apply to the office levels and associated plant areas
of the building on levels ground mezzanine and 1-35:

17.

18.

a.

30m to a single exit or point of choice instead of 20m

b.

60m to the closest of two or more alternative exits

c.

100m between alternative exits.

All doorways which form part of a required exit within the building must be made to swing in
the direction of travel to the fire-isolated exit and from the exit to the discharge point from the
building in accordance with clause D2.20 of the NCC with the exception of:
a.

basement level 01 substation and HV switch room exits

b.

connecting door from basement level 01 rising stair flight to OSD high-rise stair
discharge

c.

level 2 car stacker to egress stair up to level 3.

Doors in required exits, forming part of required exits or in the paths of travel to required exits
must be readily openable without a key from the side that faces a person seeking egress in
accordance with clause D2.21 of the NCC.
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19.

Re-entry provisions to the OSD areas within fire-isolated exits serving any storey above an
effective height of 25m must comply with clause D2.22, ie either the doors to the exit must not
be locked from the inside of the exit or alternatively the doors must be provide a fail-safe
device that automatically unlocks the door upon the activation of a fire alarm. Doors that are
proposed to automatically unlock must also comply with the following requirements:
a.

on at least every fourth storey, the doors are not able to be locked and a sign is fixed
on such doors stating that re-entry is available, or

b.

an intercommunication system, or an audible or visual alarm system, operated from
within the enclosure is provided near the doors and a sign is fixed adjacent to such
doors explaining its purpose and method of operation.

c.

Battery backups must be provided to facilitate a minimum 2-hour operating time of the
intercom system in the event of power outage.

Note: Re-entry to station plant areas from within shared exits is not required.
20.

The western fire-isolated stair serving the OSD requires occupants to travel within a fireisolated passageway that is shared with Pitt Street Station before discharging to road and
open space – see Figure 16.

21.

Not less than two points of firefighter access and egress must be provided to the car stacker
fire compartment as illustrated in Figure 19. Walkways with a minimum clear envelop of not
less than 800mm wide and 2m high must be provided within the car stacker on level 2 to
provide firefighter access such that all car spaces are within 10m and no more than 3 cars
from the walkways.

22.

The BOH corridor on ground mezzanine and good lift lobby on level 1 must be fire separated
as illustrated in Figure 17 and Figure 18 with construction achieving an FRL of not less than
-/120/120.

23.

The goods lift lobby on level 1 must be provided with an AS 1657 compliant egress ladder to
the ground mezzanine level below as illustrated in Figure 18.

Shared exit
passageway

OSD
exit

Figure 16

Station BOH
exits

Shared passageway exit discharge at ground level
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Internal exit
paths to level 1
Fire
pump
room

1m

Figure 17

Exits from ground mezzanine including fire separated pump room access

AS 1657 ladder to
ground mezzanine
level 1

1m

Figure 18

Exits from level 1 plantrooms
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Internal exit
paths to level 3

Access walkways
within car stacker
on level 2

1m

1m
1m

Figure 19

Exits from level 2 retail level including car stacker access

1m

1m

Figure 20

Level 3 discharge of egress stair
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1m

1m

Figure 21

Exits from typical podium level 5-8

1m

1m

1m

Figure 22

Exits from OSD plant level 9
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1m
1m

Figure 23

Exits from typical low-rise level

1m
1m

Figure 24

Exits from typical high-rise level
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AS 1657
ladder

1m
1m
Access to
two exits
must be
provided

Figure 25

Access to exit
within office
level 35 must
be provided

Level 35 discharge of egress ladder

1m

AS 1657
ladder

Figure 26

Exits from plan levels 36-37
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4.4

Services and equipment

4.4.1 Firefighting systems
24.

The wet fire services serving the OSD must be separated from the station systems as shown
in Figure 27.
Note: The sprinkler systems for the station and OSD areas are fed from the respective fire
systems water supply and boosters, whilst the hydrant system serving the OSD enabling
levels B1-L4 is fed from the station fire systems water supply and booster.

Figure 27

Wet fire services delineation
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25.

The combined sprinkler and hydrant system must comply with the requirements of
AS 2118.1:2017 and AS 2419.1-2017, except where modified by AS 2118.6-2012 or
otherwise stated within this report.

26.

A fire hydrant system must be installed throughout the building in accordance with clause
E1.3 of the NCC and AS 2419.1:2017 including a ring main and the following requirements to
meet FRNSW operational requirements for buildings exceeding 135m in height:

27.

a.

high-rise tank located at or near the top of the uppermost pressure zone

b.

maximum pressure in the supply pipework is not to exceed 2400kPa.

The following requirements are applicable for intermediate on-floor hydrants:
a.

On-floor fire hydrants must be provided to ensure full coverage of the building including
the car stacker based on 30m hose length and 10m spray from the access walkways
within the car stacker.

b.

When working from an internal hydrant, the next additional hydrant should be located
not more than 25m from that hydrant. Note: To be confirmed. 25m is based on past
project requirements from FRNSW.

c.

Where additional hydrants are provided, floor specific block plans – minimum A3 in
size – must be installed adjacent to the internal fire hydrants located within the fire
stairs. The purpose of these floor specific block plans is to assist fire-fighters to locate
the additional internal hydrants on that level. The floor specific block plans must be
permanently mounted and oriented in such a manner so as to reflect the aspect of the
installation as it is presented to the reader and be incorporated into the fire safety
schedule.

28.

The OSD North booster assembly and fire control room locations are illustrated in Figure 28.

29.

The fire pump room is proposed to be located on the ground level mezzanine and accessed
via a fire separated corridor as shown in Figure 29.

Figure 28

Booster and fire control room locations
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North OSD
fire pump
room

Figure 29

North OSD fire pump room location – ground level mezzanine

North OSD fire
sprinkler tank

Figure 30

North OSD fire water storage tank location – level 2
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30.

A fire hose reel system must be installed throughout the building in accordance with clause
E1.4 of the NCC and AS 2441:2005. Fire hose reels are not required within car stacker,
substation and the commercial office (class 5) areas. Areas without fire hose reels will have
portable extinguishers in accordance with the NCC.

31.

A sprinkler system must be installed throughout the OSD in accordance with specification
E1.5 of the NCC and AS 2118.1:2017 and AS 2118.6-2012. It is noted that the:

32.

a.

the substation is not sprinkler protected

b.

station system is designed to AS 2118.1-1999

c.

station plant areas provided with gas suppression are not provided with sprinklers

d.

tunnel ventilation plenums are not provided with sprinklers as these are used for smoke
exhaust.

The sprinkler system must have the following additional characteristics:
a.

All sprinkler heads must be fast response with an RTI of 50(ms) 1/2 or less except where
otherwise required by AS 2118.1:2017.

b.

Concealed, recessed or flush-mounted sprinkler heads must not be used except where
specifically noted in this report as it may delay sprinkler activation. Semi-recessed
sprinkler heads are considered acceptable provided they achieve a fast response
rating.
Note: Concealed, recessed or flush-mounted fast response sprinkler heads are
acceptable in areas with limited / low fire load such as lift lobbies, toilets, change rooms
and similar. Subject to review by an appropriately qualified fire safety engineer, the use
of flush-mounted heads is also acceptable within other areas of office fitouts – eg
circulation corridors / spaces, client floors, areas with feature ceilings etc. A statement
of approval from the fire engineer must be included in the as-installed fire services
operations and maintenance instruction manuals and referenced on the as-installed fire
services drawings.

33.

c.

Activation temperature of 68°C except where otherwise required by AS 2118.1:2017.

d.

Activation of the sprinkler system must operate the smoke hazard management
systems of that area and activate the emergency warning and intercom systems as
appropriate.

e.

The sprinkler system must be zoned to match the zoning of the smoke hazard
management systems.

f.

Sprinkler valves must be provided to permit each floor to be isolated separately. The
intent of this requirement is to prevent large areas of the building being unprotected at
any one time.

g.

The sprinkler system is to be provided with a dual water supply as set-out in
specification E1.5 of the NCC and AS 2118.1:2017.

Portable fire extinguishers must be provided as listed in table E1.6 of the NCC and within the
commercial office (class 5) areas. The extinguishers must be selected, located and
distributed in accordance with sections 1, 2, 3 and 4 of AS 2444:2001.
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34.

35.

36.

A fire control room dedicated to the OSD North tower must be provided at ground level as
shown in Figure 28. The fire control room must comply with specification E1.8 of the NCC
except that:
a.

access to the fire control room can be via a single door directly from outside

b.

access to the fire control room is not required to be adjacent to the main entry to the
OSD Tower.

In addition to compliance with specification E1.8 of the NCC, the OSD fire control room must
contain:
a.

a slave mimic panel for the Pitt Street station

b.

visual signals indicating the status of the AVPS system

c.

signage indicating power isolation procedures and isolation locations for the AVPS

d.

tactical fire plans showing access to the different parts of the building and key
firefighting provisions.

Emergency lifts must be provided in accordance with clause E3.4 of the NCC for a building
with an effective height of more than 25m.

4.4.2 Smoke hazard management
37.

The dry fire services serving the OSD must be separate from the station systems.

38.

An addressable fire and smoke detection system in accordance with specification E2.2a of
the NCC and section 7 of AS 1670.1:2018 must be provided on the OSD enabling levels and
throughout the OSD North. In addition, the following shall be provided:
a.

At least one detector shall be provided in every room, except smoke detectors are not
required in kitchens and other areas where the use of the area is likely to result in
smoke detectors causing spurious signals

b.

Smoke detectors located below ceiling level must be arranged as follows:
•

The distance from any point of the soffit of the protected area to the nearest
detector does not exceed 7m. Ceiling pockets created by beams and other
ceiling geometry such as ducts, bulkheads and the like need not be considered.

•

The distance from any detector and the nearest detector to it shall not exceed
10m.

•

The distance from the nearest row of detectors to any wall or partition shall not
exceed 5m or be less than 300mm

c.

Activation of the detection within the car stacker shall automatically initiate a controlled
shutdown of the AVPS. The AVPS shall not automatically restart when the fire panel is
reset. Reactivation of the AVPS must only be via manual operation from the control
panel by a trained authorised person.

d.

If safe to do so, the vehicle lift shall return to the level of firefighter access on level 2 to
serve as void fall protection for firefighters.

e.

Visual signals shall be provided at the designated firefighter access points to the car
stacker and within the FCR. These visual signals should indicate the status of the
system, eg ‘vehicle parking system operating’ / ‘vehicle parking system isolated’ and
‘electrical system live’ / ‘electrical system isolated’.

Note: Station system is designed to 2015 version and OSD systems 2018 as referenced by
the respective applicable NCC edition.
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39.

Smoke detectors required to activate air pressurisation systems for fire-isolated exits and
zone smoke control systems must:
a.

be installed in accordance with AS 1670.1:2018, and

b.

have additional smoke detectors installed adjacent to each bank of lift landing doors
set back horizontally from the door openings by a distance of not more than 3m.

40.

All air-handling systems capable of recycling air between the fire compartments must be
provided with smoke dampers where the air handling ducts penetrate any elements
separating the fire compartments served in accordance with clause E2.2 of the NCC. The
system must be arranged such that the air-handling system is automatically shut down and
the smoke dampers close by smoke detectors complying with clause 7.5 of AS 1670.1:2018.

41.

The following preliminary smoke exhaust strategy is proposed for OSD North:
a.

b.

c.

Ground floor
(i)

Smoke baffle / smoke curtain between the ground floor retail tenancy and the
escalator void to level 2 down to 3m above lowest floor level.

(ii)

20m3/s high level smoke exhaust within the ground floor retail tenancy
discharging directly to the outside beyond the external façade.

(iii)

12m2 passive make-up air via entry doors.

(iv)

Management procedures to ensure the use of the ground floor retail tenancy is
restricted to a café / restaurant with kitchen areas located in a smoke separated
room underneath the escalators.

(v)

Management procedures to ensure no fuel load is located in front of the
escalators.

Level 2
(i)

Level 2 ceiling void smoke sealed below the level 3 slab edge to create a
reservoir ~750-800mm deep with a >50% perforated ceiling.

(ii)

27m2 passive make-up air via openable louvres on the west, south and east
façades evenly distributed on level 2 between 1.51-3m AFFL.

Level 3
(i)

Full height smoke separation at the level 3 slab edge to the underside of the
level 4 slab, eg 6mm toughened glazing.

(ii)

Concertina smoke curtain around the level 3 escalator void down to the level 2
slab.

(iii)

2 x 15-20m3/s high level smoke exhaust within the level 2 double height space –
ie below the level 4 slab.

Note: Smoke hazard management requirements will be confirmed following detailed
modelling and assessment in the fire engineering report.
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Figure 31

Indicative location of smoke control measures – ground floor view

Figure 32

Indicative location of smoke control measures – level 2-3 view
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42.

All fire-isolated stairs, passages and lobbies must be provided with a stair pressurisation
system where required by table E2.2a of the NCC and in accordance with AS 1668.1:2015
except for the stair flight serving basement level 01 which connects to the OSD Tower stair at
ground level.

43.

Zone smoke control is proposed to be omitted on the station areas and OSD enabling levels
basement level 1 to level 4. Levels 5-35 above the OSD enabling levels are required to be
provided with a zone smoke control system in accordance with clause E2.2 of the NCC and
AS 1668.1:2015. The pressurisation system must achieve a positive pressure differential of
not less than 20Pa compared to the OSD enabling levels in the event of a fire on any level
below level 5.

44.

Smoke lobbies must be provided between high fire load areas and lift shafts which connect to
the OSD towers in areas where zone smoke control is being omitted and a 20Pa pressure
cannot be provided from non-fire affected areas.
Note: It is understood that the North tower can achieve a positive pressure differential of not
less than 20Pa compared to the OSD enabling podium levels and hence not require smoke
lobbies.

4.4.3 Emergency lighting, exit signs and warning systems
45.

An emergency lighting system must be installed throughout the building in accordance with
clauses E4.2 and E4.4 of the NCC and AS 2293.1:2018.

46.

Exit signs and directional signs must be installed throughout the building in accordance with
clauses E4.5, E4.6 and E4.8 of the NCC and AS 2293.1:2018.

47.

An emergency warning and intercom system (EWIS) complying with clause E4.9 of the NCC
and AS 1670.4-2018 must be installed throughout the building.
a.

The emergency warning system must be audible through all occupied areas of the
building including external areas where evacuation back into the building is required.

b.

Additional visual signals must be provided to augment the audible emergency
evacuation signal if the background noise exceeds the limit under the standard – eg in
plant rooms.

Note: Station system is designed to 2015 version and OSD systems 2018 as referenced by
the respective applicable NCC edition.
48.

The zoning and cascading of the station and OSD North EWIS systems will be developed in
consultation with Sydney Metro to mitigate adverse impact on the train operations in the
event of a fire alarm in the OSD North tower. A draft EWIS cascading strategy is provided in
Appendix C.

4.5

Fire safety during construction

49.

During construction after the building has reached an effective height of 12m, the required fire
hydrants and fire hose reels must be operational in at least every storey that is covered by
the roof or the floor structure above except the two uppermost storeys, and any required
booster connections must be installed – in accordance with clause E1.9 of the NCC.

4.6

Commissioning of fire safety strategy

50.

The building work and fire safety measures relating to the performance solution report must
be inspected by an appropriately qualified fire safety engineer prior to occupation to confirm
that the holistic performance is consistent with these requirements. Detailed inspections and
commissioning tests for the building fire safety systems will need to be undertaken separately
by the relevant consultants and/or installers.
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5.

Review of conditions of consent

5.1

Separation of fire systems

The OSD tower and Pitt Street station are to be treated as separate buildings and will not share the
same facilities and plant rooms. Fire services to the OSD tower and Pitt Street station will generally
be separated including:
a.

Water storage tanks

b.

Fire pump rooms

c.

Fire hydrant booster assemblies

d.

Fire control rooms

e.

Fire detection and occupant warning systems – common occupant warning throughout the
floors will utilise both systems.

f.

Sprinkler suppression systems

g.

Fire hydrant systems – OSD enabling levels up to and including level 4 in the OSD North
tower are proposed to form part of the station fire hydrant system and boosted from the
northern station entry.

Note: The separation of the fire services was discussed with FRNSW on 10/12/2019 and is currently
under development and subject to further consultation as requested by FRNSW.

5.2

Pedestrian connection interfaces

The OSD tower has no direct connection with the station and will be fire separated from the station to
mitigate the impact of fire in either building.
Egress stairs serving the public areas of the station will be separate from the OSD tower stairs.
Station areas which share egress stairs with the OSD tower are limited to back-of-house plant areas
which have low fire risk and low occupant load to ensure minimal impact on the OSD tower
evacuation capacity.
Smoke hazard management systems are generally separate between the station and OSD tower with
the shared stairs served by the OSD stair pressurisation systems.

5.3

Fire and life safety systems

As detailed in section 4, a concept fire and life safety (FLS) strategy has been developed for the
station OSD enabling levels and the OSD tower to confirm the adequacy of the fire and life safety
systems within the Pitt Street Metro site in relation to the fire hazards of the Sydney Metro.

5.4

Design of fire hydrant system for OSD

The fire hydrant designer LCI have confirmed that the fire hydrant system for the OSD North tower will
be provided with a high-rise level water tank with three above-ground pressure zones and the supply
pressures do not exceed 2400kPa. Refer to schematic in Appendix C.

5.5

FRNSW consultation

Consultation has been undertaken with FRNSW in relation to the interface between the Pitt Street
Station and the OSD North and South was undertaken on 10/12/2019 and 5/2/2020 – refer to minutes
in Appendix B.2.
Additional consultation with FRNSW is ongoing and will be incorporated as part of the construction
issue documentation. This includes finalisation of the separation of fire services between the station
and OSD tower.
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6.

Conclusion

As detailed in this report, the development of the OSD tower concept design has considered the
specific nature and fire hazards associated with the Sydney Metro integrated development site and it
is possible to develop performance solutions for the issues identified to demonstrate compliance with
the relevant performance requirements of the NCC without major changes to the proposed OSD
tower design.
The details of the proposed performance solutions are subject to the outcome of the fire engineering
brief and analysis which will be carried out generally in accordance with the International Fire
Engineering Guidelines (IFEG).
The performance solutions for the building will be developed as part of the ongoing design and
development process and documented in a format suitable for submission to the relevant approval
authorities. It is noted that additional performance solutions may be identified during the ongoing
design development process in consultation with the design team.
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Appendix A

Drawings and information

Drawing title

Dwg no

Date

Drawn by

General arrangement
plan - Ground level

SMCSWSPS-FOS-OSN-AT-DWG930013

19/3/2020

Foster + Partners

General arrangement
plan - Ground level
mezzanine

SMCSWSPS-FOS-OSN-AT-DWG930014

19/3/2020

Foster + Partners

General arrangement
plan - Level 01

SMCSWSPS-FOS-OSN-AT-DWG930113

19/3/2020
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Appendix B
B.1

FRNSW consultation

Stage 1 – 20/9/2017

The following meeting minutes have been extracted from the Design stage 1 FEB report prepared by
Metron3 and are provided for background information.

Metron, Fire Engineering Brief – Stage 1 design Underground Stations Design & Technical Services, NWRLSRT-MET-SRT-FL-REP-000003 rev
P10 dated 20 July 2018
3
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B.2

Stage 2 – 5/2/2020
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B.3

Stage 3 – 7/4/2020
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Appendix C

Draft EWIS cascading strategy
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Appendix D

Fire hydrant schematic
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